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Sssniperwolf merch shower curtain

Here's a transcript of the above content: Hello friends it's fine for me so dari tyne so a few weeks ago someone tweeted me a picture of some fake merch and was like got my new merch and then like me some random amazon site and I'm glad it's not my merch literally what is that I never sold merch on
Amazon so you know what I did Lee I went to Amazon. Com and I hooked up to SSS nine up as a sniper I can't even say my name, and so many things come up so many things that aren't my merch right we'll roll up my sleeves for this one because I'm sweating abundantly with anger okay not anger, but
as this belief we have this fake supreme as a sniper wolf with only the first capital now that's just ugly and then a screenshot of one of my videos on a retractable bag for $12.99 we're even people van art that have drawn from me so much now that it's ridiculous to just draw a line like you're going to steal
someone's art fan and try to sell it I'm sure it's legal and now worst of all my real stupid now for a video yes what a cool thumb now we're going to sweat that on someone's backpack that made it was designing these god-awful camera shower curtain products I saw it and freaked out a bit of a shower
curtain with my face on it there's a review to see is rich Jake listen to Joe I'm scared, I don't know how to feel there's at least one person in this world who has my face like their shower curtain it's disturbing to say that I'd ask for it feels like no one should make my face like their shower curtain and then this
friggin twitch logo t-shirt and then just cropped out the bunch like stickers make me look modern shower curtains with my face on them must be a popular product you know every night I pray to God, no one would buy it and actually wear it now as a shower curtain because you know I am when my face is
not good enough we have a preview and the list goes on so that's forward a few weeks we're here today so I actually ordered some of these things and it came in the mail today and usually I let things sit for a few weeks before I decided to unpack that but today I have some fake merch I didn't even like
touching these yet I want us to unpack them with you guys so you can see my honest real reaction so it was all pretty expensive I thought all of it was an overpriced shower curtain was over $30 t-shirt was like $15 and the drawstring bag was $13 ok so I ordered these a few weeks ago they came in China
parceled out as if they were straight from China and here it's oh man I'm embarrassed for whoever printed it ok let's just keep it closed and leave it like it looks like an inch with tongue and hair we can talk about how terrible this quality is in the first place you can see every pixel in this terrible picture quality
ok disgusting that it is better to see pixels that you literally could see pixels in this picture I would read these two of really really The quality I mean I would probably give you more points if it was better more flattering image and the only points it gets is that you get this wonderful picture of me as a cyclop
when you get the drawstring otherwise this drawstring is very cheap quality definitely not worth $12.99 like it's so see-through wow you have to tie yourself wow y'all couldn't even tie the drawstring part for me I'm not equipped enough , do not support these companies, please do not buy any of them if you
are considering buying merch I have some perfectly good wolf pack merch that look like drugs but it's just on oh gee wolf pack peace of mind I'll link in the description below we just came out with runners to match the hoodies all are backwards but oh my god, it's sorry I just got these in the mail to see so I
want to match the hoodies all are backwards, but oh my god, sorry, I just got these in the mail to see them so I want to match the hoodies all are backwards but oh my god, it's sorry I just got these in the mail to see them so I want to match the hoodies all that are backwards but oh my god it's sorry I just got
these in the mail to see them so I want to match the hoodies all that are backwards, but oh my god, sorry, I just got these in the mail to see them so I want to match the hoodies all that are backwards but oh my god, it's sorry I just got these in the mail to see them so I want to match the hoodies all that are
backwards but oh my god it's try these on and says that wolf pack and we're going to fuck japanese on the side so you can flex it let me show you how it looks oh these are new pants they're really soft, these are sub pants I weigh so i'm impressed they have a drawstring it's for boys and girls and girls you
actually pocket deep kind and they're super cute oh not to mention that foam cases we finally got phone cases to look at and by the way these no no phone case are really super super super deluxe is the most deluxe phone case I've ever seen in my life I'm not just saying that because it's my marriage it
was a top-notch you could drop it off the building and it would do minimal fall damage doesn't mean that you should do that but as oh where are the injuries you know it's the type of case that you can drop like this I never protect and it's cute I ask me still waiting for one for my phone oh i actually really like
it the next we have so I didn't even open any of it yet I thought it was a mistake at first but you are in error it's like a brand-new t-shirt likes this dirt and what's the fault that's the whole bug it's dead but oh my god, I'm afraid of opening this now don't buy that bootleg ok as I open it and I like it so girls I don't
even want to open I don't know what else is here so that's the t-shirt of my preview yeah there toxic and all that's mine yes I think it's another chicken bug on the trap you know what it smells like you know when you wash your clothes and they're all wet and wet and you leave them in the washing machine
for about a week because I don't know if it's going to happen to you, but it happens to me a lot because I throw them in the washing machine and I forget about it for a week and then you take wet clothes and it smells so musty that it's exactly what it smells like on a smaller scale but it smells pretty dang I
don't like it it's not even going goodwill going straight into the garbage okay last and last piece of this collection that you've all been waiting for oh whoa ok so these are are shower hug here is oh my god look at it you can see every pixel literally every pixel you see it you know it's basically just a huge claw
probably no mistakes I don't know what it is that bugger there's a piece of food or booger oh my god ok we're going to make food now because I'm hungry tonight we're making meat loave my lamb chops that I've already put on two videos on my second channel that isn't slowly becoming a cooking
channel hi friends mom makes meatloaves we'll chop this hacking onion chop chop it makes me cry so when I get a little emotional onion fall you know onions have layers yes I'll trick i've learned that from cutting them I'm wearing gloves because I'm handling meat and I don't like minced beef to get my
nails out is ugly let go me making my lamb chops first it's easy I'm making guys cheesy stuffed meatdew which isn't really my favorite so I'm making lamb chops for me also because if else I'm going to eat it because Evans doesn't like what I chopped so I have to give him something else whenever I make
them oh God, these are nice hopefully Joe comes clutch with a nice lamb chop what you're putting on it right now is time and rosemary my favorite already got it on my second channel I put it as two videos on my second channel me making my favorite lamb chop so it will just be the beginning of the show
which it will just be a quick thing, love me rosemary give the whole damn thing right and I wish scissors we love to share very properly want to share in the worst case you and I do not want to share we are from England okay well you're in America I'd believe you're from England you all the time okay why I
left when I was like six fresh stuff tasty so good put it here too good stuff here I know I should put things on after but as I'm putting on the first so I don't know why it doesn't bother me I don't follow the instructions I'm doing my oh it smells really good what is your favorite food to make your eating boat
probably say those lamb chops like right now a little bit my favorite will do and eat for the last couple of months yes these are my absolute favorites would you get the least favorite food to make fried chicken I love fried chicken but it's like I don't like the whole process takes too long what really take a long
time , it's just a lot of things and I don't like things that you have to do more pots and pans for there you pop these bad boys with the feeling that I forgot something about it you put thyme rosemary, what else when you put garlic on what an egg is making is a binder oh I need bread you know what I should
do is let breadcrumbs soak in water or some milk to get them really fat I learned that from Gordon Ramsay man myth legend you should ask to make a cooking video with him I would watch if you are cooking video I don't think anyone ever made a cooking video of him not it's too high and powerful out there
I'd just be afraid of him yelling at me where there's lamb sauce no one ever yelled at him back I'm sure people have but then you just get into it and I think you get intimidated and then you feel bad about it because he knows he's right and you're wrong it's like you're really going to yell at him about cooking
he's going to reach in his little chef's pocket and pull its michelin star if you had one of these no I don't think so and I pull my diamond play button you have one of them and then they will call me an idiot sandwich what you idiot sandwich you know we're really getting there okay y'all baked me for adding so
much salt what makes it good and it's also a lot of meat so it was onion salt parsley I would ideally give fresh parsley but she's not the perfect girl for florescence ketchup I think about it comes to ham on this meat it's the longest thing you've ever cooked like it's cooked that's taken to produce taken to
prepare cuz you cook things good like a whole thanksgiving dinner just so alone here yes I don't know that much to prepare because I try not to do things that get really long i'm very impatient I very much like the short attention span so I can't like to work on something for a long time so I can't do as a video
that takes days to shoot I can never work on anything more than a day making a bed for a meeting look like seeing some smoked cheddar a lot of meat that is boy boy rubber thick damn we inflate that bad boy in the oven until it's done I don't even know how not to ask to play by the eye that it's all for
today for my bite out of it we're not recording professionally or whatever like this mom I asked you to give it a try it came out it came out a really good kind of brent since we've been recording but it's ok I still like popping my coconut right now dinner still waiting for meatdew which takes really long guys to try
oh no he doesn't it's going to be a bit hot but let's get that piece I literally threw it together in two seconds oh no i'm stewed it off mmm that's a good piece ok but anyway that's all for today I hope the guys enjoyed this video if you want to try the real wolfpack merch make sure you go to aji wolf pack peace
of mind the only place I sell merch everything else is bae bootleg will contain bugs and poor quality so make sure to check it out oh we'll then give a description below yes i hope you enjoyed this video if you make sure you hit that button like in hey and login makes a wolf pack I love you so many things
breaking bye guys
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